How do arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi handle phosphate? New insight into fine-tuning of phosphate metabolism.
Contents Summary 1116 I. Introduction 1116 II. Foraging for phosphate 1117 III. Fine-tuning of phosphate homeostasis 1117 IV. The frontiers: phosphate translocation and export 1119 V. Conclusions and outlook 1120 Acknowledgements 1120 References 1120 SUMMARY: Arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi form symbiotic associations with most land plants and deliver mineral nutrients, in particular phosphate, to the host. Therefore, understanding the mechanisms of phosphate acquisition and delivery in the fungi is critical for full appreciation of the mutualism in this association. Here, we provide updates on physical, chemical, and biological strategies of the fungi for phosphate acquisition, including interactions with phosphate-solubilizing bacteria, and those on the regulatory mechanisms of phosphate homeostasis based on resurveys of published genome sequences and a transcriptome with reference to the latest findings in a model fungus. For the mechanisms underlying phosphate translocation and export to the host, which are major research frontiers in this field, not only recent advances but also testable hypotheses are proposed. Lastly, we briefly discuss applicability of the latest tools to gene silencing in the fungi, which will be breakthrough techniques for comprehensive understanding of the molecular basis of fungal phosphate metabolism.